Composability is one of seven reasons for the longstanding and continuing success of MPI. Extending MPI by composing its operations with user-level operations provides useful integration with the progress engine and completion notification methods of MPI. However, the existing extensibility mechanism in MPI (generalized requests) is not widely utilized and has significant drawbacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is useful to extend MPI communication operations with new and composed operations that integrate with the progress engine and completion notification methods of MPI. But, generalized requests, defined in MPI-2 to support such extensions, are not fit-for-purpose and are rarely used in practice. The advent of persistent collective communication and forthcoming partitioned point-to-point communication opens an opportunity for a new, high performance solution.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows: MPI can be generalized by the introduction of scheduled communication primitives that utilize forthcoming MPI-4 persistent APIs. Non-trivial schedules are already used internally in some MPI libraries, but they are not accessible to end users as first-class programming constructs. These constructs will prove most useful when coupled with a strong progress engine and blocking completion notification. In many cases, MPI library writers will be able to add message-based collectives of comparable implementation maturity and potentially higher performance to those implemented internally in an MPI library, yet without intimate knowledge of the implementation or need to augment it internally. Those algorithms would provide a new kind of performance-portable MPI code that crosses MPI implementation boundaries. MPI schedules provide a user-level programming model suitable for creating persistent collective communication, nonblocking communication, plus new, application-specific sequences of operations in MPI. While schedules exist within some implementations of MPI, our approach provides a user-level API that integrates with MPI progress and completion notification. The API proposed offers a path to standardization for extensible communication sequences with the potential to introduce event-driven programming as a future extension to MPI (not just tools-related). Means for connecting scheduled communication with internal and external events is considered for future work.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the motivations and background for this work. Section III describes the design of user-level schedule communication including API specifications. Section IV describes qualitative performance modeling. Implementation issues and details, including how this work builds on the ExaMPI [1] research implementation of MPI, are described in Section V. Section VI presents some preliminary results with user-level schedules. Section VII describes possible extensions to userlevel scheduled communication and indicates plans for future work, while Section VIII offers conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This section addresses background concepts and motivations for this paper, including how this fits with forthcoming additions to MPI, and where it builds on previous design, implementation, and/or standardization work.
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A. Motivations
The following properties of MPI-4 (accepted and/or proposed functionality), inform this effort:
• Collective communication operations approved for MPI have initialization operations. Such INITs are currently collective (non-local, may synchronize) because of effects involving hand-off between the application and MPI of array parameters (e.g., displacements) to certain collectives plus the non-blocking properties of MPI REQUEST FREE. The future addition of local variants of these operations will not break backward compatibility, but will require a stronger completion form of MPI REQUEST FREE to ensure that resources held by MPI are relinquished to the user. Also, addition of local variants of currently non-local functionality must be considered throughout the MPI Standard (e.g., MPI WIN ICREATE, etc). The present semantic compromise is clearly shown in [2] ; the Venn diagram(s) depicted there that show collective initialization procedures as incomplete and non-local whereas collective initiation procedures and point-to-point initialization procedures are both shown as incomplete and local. • Channels-point-to-point communication between two MPI processes-will be achieved in MPI via partitioned communication [3] , which is presently being considered for MPI-4. Partitioned communication, in the fullness of time, will have blocking, nonblocking, and persistent API variants for point-to-point, collective, one-sided, and I/O operations. Persistent partitioned communication adds a new concern to planning schedules (the key goal of this paper): the user may inform MPI that individual parts of an outgoing message are ready for transmission without being required to create and manage multiple messages. A similar semantic extension, the ability to consume individual parts of an incoming message without being required to create and manage multiple messages, is also being considered. Breaking an MPI operation into pieces that are scheduled separately is not novel. However, allowing the user to indicate when some of the pieces are ready, as proposed for partitioned communication, is new and it presents a new challenge for planning schedules. Naively, partitioning could be scheduled in the same manner as separate operations, that is, one operation per partition. In that case, the completion of the whole partitioned operation is achieved when all the separate per-partition operations have completed -much like a call to MPI WAITALL but without all the MPI REQUEST objects. Benchmarking work for partitioned communication [3] shows that the separate messages approach is less efficient than a straightforward implementation of the partitioned approach. Less naively, user-driven execution of parts of a schedule comprises a DAG schedule with multiple root vertices (one per partition), where each root vertex requires a user down-call to satisfy its input dependencies. This seems to present a major challenge to the linearization-into-commandqueue technique used, for example, in LibNBC [4] and in Open MPI [5] . Any technique to store an execution plan or schedule for MPI operations is likely to have to take this new consideration into account -requiring structural changes that acknowledge the new sources of input dependencies between the scheduled sub-tasks. • Some communication patterns involve multiple persistent requests and managing these requests could become cumbersome. For example, a user might want to perform entire communication protocols that are not defined by MPI (e.g., halo exchange for domain decomposition) with an all-reduce (e.g., for monitoring conservation of energy/mass) plus another all-reduce (e.g., for termination criteria) before finishing off with collective I/O write (such asfor checkpointing). Or, a user might simply want to do a "gather-scatter" communication pattern as done in [6] . Either way, such patterns would benefit from having a means to combine multiple persistent requests into a single, manageable persistent request. With schedules, a user could easily define new collectives not defined by MPI as well as provide new implementations of existing collective operation that are defined by MPI. We recognize three options for API design here: 1) assert that generalized requests, as currently defined, solves this need already (we discuss why this is not ideal in Subsection II-B below); 2) allow the user to associate existing persistent requests together with each other somehow (e.g., with INFO to each initialization procedure warning MPI that this request will be cobbled together with others), plus a new set of mechanisms to achieve that connectivity; 3) design and expose a new API that provides to the user the schedule creation and manipulation functionality that is currently internal-only inside MPI libraries (e.g., expose all the internal operations in Open MPI [5] (which derived from LibNBC [4] ): ompi sched add send, functions, renamed with MPI prefix, of course, and add new functions to manage the lifetime of MPIX Schedule objects, like: -MPIX Schedule create(inout SCHED) -MPIX Schedule commit(in SCHED, out MPI Request) -MPIX Schedule free(inout SCHED) In this paper, we employ a hybrid of the latter two approaches, while discarding the current formulation of generalized requests as a viable option. The next subsections discuss other MPI technologies and further background and motivations for this work.
B. MPI Generalized Requests
MPI provides baseline support for generalized requests [7] . An MPI generalized request provides users with the ability to develop their own nonblocking functions for both pointto-point and collective scenarios. However, the MPI documentation states that the OS is responsible for concurrent execution, and thus MPI only supports ways of enabling concurrency mechanisms to interact with MPI. As such, generalized requests are defined by a set of user-provided functions that are called when certain MPI actions (i.e., MPI WAIT, MPI REQUEST FREE, MPI CANCEL, etc.) are performed on the generalized request. An example use-case of generalized requests in MPI is when an application has both a communication thread and a computation thread. While the application is responsible for making and managing these threads, the communication thread has the same means to interact with MPI as the computation thread would. The computation thread can call certain MPI functions to check on the progress of the request, but cannot be notified by MPI about any intermittent progress of the request. In addition to managing the communication, the communication thread would also be responsible for spending time progressing the generalized request and marking it as complete later, since MPI does not allow the user to hook their generalized request into the progress engine in any meaningful way. Furthermore, the additional thread progressing the generalized request is also responsible for performing the operations of the request (i.e., making the point-to-point, collective MPI calls, local operations, etc.). Thus, the drawback to generalized requests can be summed up with how the interface provided by MPI requires that the user make independent progress for all generalized requests and then inform MPI when each one is complete. Certain efforts to generalize generalized requests has also been done (e.g., [8] ).
We note that, of the 110 the MPI applications studied by Laguna et al. in [9] , none of the applications analyzed utilize MPI generalized requests.
C. LibNBC and Open MPI Schedules
Hoefler and Lumsdaine created LibNBC [4] with the goal of creating non-blocking collective functions that enabled a better overlap of communication and computation. To build a collective within LibNBC, a series of operations and rounds must be combined to form the new collective's schedule. The rounds are ordered sequentially and all operations in a round must be completed before the round can move on to the next. A collective implementation within the library calls API functions to add different operations to the current round, switch to the next round, and to commit the schedule before starting it. Collective operations created within LibNBC are done in a separate context of the communicator to avoid interfering with regular user communication in MPI. Progress inside a round can be asynchronous. However, in order to progress to the next round, one of LibNBC's testing functions must be called, limiting its ability to be truly asynchronous.
LibPNBC [10] , [11] , developed by Morgan et al., is an extension to LibNBC that provides support for persistent collective operations in MPI. Open MPI derives its scheduling mechanism from LibNBC, which it also incorporates and generalizes as a component of that MPI implementation [5] . Users cannot access LibNBC to create schedules; the LibNBC API is not published at the user-level by Open MPI; it is used internally.
The user-level schedules proposed in this paper are better than libNBC/libPNBC/OMPI-schedules because they are useraccessible, support run-once starting and ending operations, and work with persistent operations, rather than late-binding MPI operations. (In future work, we we will make them fully Turing complete.)
III. DESIGN
Our goal in providing extensions and enhancements for scheduled operations is to support both on-loaded and offloaded operations. If one can offload a large fraction of a schedule for an operation to switches, for instance, then terabit line rates (with commensurate message-rates) become possible for MPI. Removing the CPU from the critical path as much as possible is a strong goal moving forward, especially for multistage communication operations that can be planned with immutable schedules. This paper, without loss of generality, focuses on on-loaded schedules for communication operations (executed in software by the CPU).
In the remainder of this section, we cover the syntax and semantics of our proposed extensions to MPI for user-level scheduled communication.
A. Operation APIs -Syntax and Semantics
The design of the API is similar to that of LibNBC, and follows similar semantics with rounds and operations, at least at the user level (although, as an important distinction, our operations are always persistent MPI-4 operations 1 ). Users can create a round, add as many operations to it as necessary, and then repeat the process to make as many rounds as needed. Once the user is satisfied with the schedule, they can commit the schedule to finalize it and get a schedule request (which is a persistent request). Once the user is ready to launch the operation, the user can start request using MPI START (or MPI STARTALL, if appropriate). One notable difference from LibNBC is that the sub-requests introduced in the schedule do not have to progressed by user code; instead, they are progressed by MPI's progress engine. Another distinction is how the requests are added to the schedule. This API requires users first to initialize all of the requests they wish to use in the schedule (as opposed to having specific API functions for adding each operation, like NBC Sched send). Through the use of functions like MPI BCAST INIT (presented in the MPI-4.0 standard), current persistent operations, like MPI SEND INIT, and partitioned communication functions, like MPIX PARTITIONED SEND INIT from finepoints [3] , users obtain a request handle to the specific operation, and then can pass that request handle to the schedule to insert it as a sub-request. The remainder of this section explores the functions that are proposed for the user-level API. MPIX SCHEDULE CREATE is the first function that a user would use to build a schedule. This function is designed to create an empty schedule and return a handle so they can begin using rounds and operations to build their operations incrementally. The created schedule also has the option to automatically free its requests when the schedule itself is freed. Once the user has obtained a request for some operation that they wish to add to the schedule, the request can be passed to MPIX SCHEDULE ADD OPERATION to be added as a sub-request to the specified schedule. Request handles returned from MPI SEND INIT and other communications operations are an example of operations that can be added this way.
Like the schedule itself, one can mark the requests as autofreeing, which means that when the schedule request is freed, any sub-request that is marked auto free will also be freed. Any request that is not marked will allow the user to regain use of a valid, inactive handle after freeing the schedule. More specific semantics are discussed in the next section. Additionally, a user may wish to perform some sort of operation on the data between communication steps. In fact, in order to properly build a reduction into a schedule, a user must have some way to perform a calculation on the data between steps. This function provides that capability by supporting the addition of any MPI Op to the schedule. The user specifies the MPI Op (such as MPI MAX, MPI SUM, etc.) and the location of the two operands. The results of the operation are stored at the location of inoutvec. User can also provide any user-created MPI Op to the schedule 2 . In this case, the progress engine will call the user function described in the operation and pass the last four parameters to the user function.
MPIX SCHEDULE ADD

MPIX SCHEDULE MARK RESET POINT( schedule)
INOUT schedule schedule handle MPIX SCHEDULE MARK RESET POINT allows the user to specify that all rounds before the current round constitute rounds with operations that are only ever needed to be done the first time the schedule is executed 3 . Such rounds could be used to perform setup or synchronization before the main workload is to be performed. Every time the schedule is launched afterwards, the schedule will start from the round after the reset point. Calling this function several times while building a schedule will simply move the reset point to the current round. If a user never calls this function when creating their schedule, the reset point is by default the first round; all rounds will be performed every time the schedule is executed.
Completion points allow the user to specify that any further rounds will only be executed the final time a given schedule is executed. When a schedule reaches this point, it will be treated as the end of the schedule and be reset back to the reset point. The execute-once portion of the schedule that is after the completion point will only be executed by the progress engine once the request has been marked for freeing using the MPI REQUEST FREE function or during MPI FINALIZE (whichever occurs first). There is currently no way in MPI to guarantee resource recovery before MPI FINALIZE. However, it is good practice to call the relevant freeing function as soon as the object or handle is no longer needed, as it gives MPI the opportunity to execute clean-up actions earlier. Similar rules as MPIX SCHEDULE MARK RESET POINT apply when trying to mark multiple completion points. If the function is never used on a schedule, then the last round is assumed to be the completion point. One could use a round after the completion point to perform tear-down or synchronizing action. After adding several operations to the schedule, the user may wish to move onto the next round. To do so, the user would call MPIX SCHEDULE CREATE ROUND. This function ends the current round by adding a new round to the schedule. Any operations that are added after this call are put into the new round. It is not valid to have an empty round in the schedule, so calling MPIX SCHEDULE CREATE ROUND when the current round is empty will not create an additional round. Once the user is finished with the overall schedule, they do not need to call MPIX SCHEDULE CREATE ROUND an additional time to "finalize" the last round. They should instead call MPIX SCHEDULE COMMIT.
MPIX SCHEDULE COMMIT should be called when the user has completed the building phase. When the user calls this function, they receive a handle to a request that can be passed to MPI START to launch the schedule. Additionally, this request can be passed to MPI completing functions, such as MPI WAIT and MPI TEST. A user could also potentially nest schedules together to create a hierarchy of operations by passing this reuqest into another schedule. Should a schedule be committed with the current round lacking any operations to perform, the empty round will be trimmed from the schedule since there is nothing for the progress engine to do. If commit is called on a schedule with only one round and no operations, an error will be returned and the request handle will not be valid. After calling MPIX SCHEDULE COMMIT, it is not valid to add more operations, rounds, reset points, or completion points to the schedule.
MPIX SCHEDULE FREE(schedule) INOUT schedule schedule handle
This function is used to free the schedule specified. After a schedule has been freed, it is not valid to perform any more actions on the schedule. Any corresponding request created using the freed schedule can be also freed with MPI REQUEST FREE. Additional considerations for freeing the requests will be discussed in the next section.
B. Operational Semantics
The prior section presents an overview of the API functions we propose, along with description of these operations and constraints on their use. This section discusses additional considerations about the properties of the proposed API that affect its operational semantics: 1) Once a request is bound to a schedule (and thereby used in a new composite communication operation), it can no longer be used outside of that schedule. Only one schedule can own a request at a time; it is not valid to add the same request to two different schedules. However, because our API requires the user to provide every request they wish to add to the schedule, the user will have access to the request handles after adding them to the schedule. As these requests are normal MPI Requests, allowing the users to call some MPI functions on them could prove to be useful. It is reasonable that a user might find it useful to check on the progress of a specific sub-request inside the schedule. Thus, we have required that operations such as MPI WAIT and MPI TEST remain valid on requests that are a part of the schedule. This allows a user to retrain fine-grained control over the application, by allowing processes to react to the completion of specific parts of the schedule. However, calling MPI functions that could result in the individual requests being modified, such as MPI REQUEST FREE and MPI START, is not permitted. Calling these functions on requests currently within a schedule could break the concurrency provided by that schedule or produce undefined behavior on the resources associated with the requests.
2) The steps of creating, building, and committing a schedule together constitute the initialization stage of a persistent MPI operation. The resulting MPI Request handle represents that persistent operation, which can be used to start the operation (e.g., using MPI START) to complete the operation (e.g., using either MPI TEST or MPI WAIT), and to free the operation (i.e., using MPI REQUEST FREE). The rules for starting a persistent operation created by committing a schedule depend on the rules for starting the constituent operations from which it was built. If any of the constituent operations requires a particular start order, then the composite operation must also adhere to that restriction. For example, if a persistent point-to-point operation is added to a schedule, then the resulting composite operation must be started at a time (and in an order relative to other MPI function calls) that permits correct matching of the point-to-point operation with the corresponding operation at the destination (or source) MPI process. Similarly, if a persistent collective operation is added to a schedule, then the resulting composite operation must be started at a time (and in an order relative to other MPI function calls) that complies with the value given for the mpi assert strict start order MPI Info key. If the mpi assert strict start order assertion is not used with a given persistent collective operation (that is, defined on the communicator from which the operation was created), then MPI has complete freedom of ordering with regard to all other operations MPI does with respect to each process involved. If that assertion is used, however, then the scheduled operation must be started across the group of each communicator associated with it in a way to keep the start order consistent across the whole group. 3) When building the schedule and the request objects, it makes sense that, at some point, these objects will need to be freed. As touched on above, both the schedule and the request have a parameter that allow the user to specify whether or not they will be freed when a function is called. By default, all requests will be automatically freed when the schedule request is freed. As such, the 
C. Examples
An example flow for building a schedule is shown in Fig. 1 . Using this flow, sample pseudo-code is presented in Fig. 2 . This code shows how to combine the new API with the existing concept of adding sends, receives, and collectives to the schedule from LibNBC. Roughly, this code is building a schedule for a reduction to non-zero rank from a reduction to zero-rank and a point-to-point operation. All parameters not directly related to building the schedule are elidedfor brevity. The use of auto-freeing has been omitted for brevity.
IV. QUALITATIVELY MODELING PERFORMANCE
In this section, we consider qualitative modeling concepts to show the value of user-level scheduled requests. If those scheduled requests are offloaded to a progress engine that works asynchronously from the user thread, a considerable amount of time can be saved, especially if the schedule is persistent and used often. Fig. 3 shows how this is possible by demonstrating the timing of one application cycle. Note 4 Freeing described is in respect to how the MPI Standard talks about MPI managing resources from the user. While some languages have the ability to handle allocation and de-allocation of resources for the user, MPI itself generally does not. Thus, to maintain portability, we provide these freeing options that after the first cycle, all applications will start from the same spot, time Tn.
In this example, a user application has six equally sized workloads to do, all of which can be done independently from any communication needed to be done. At the same time, the user application also needs to do three communication sequences. While not specifically intertwined, these nine operations must be completed before the user application can proceed to the next step of the code, and these nine operations will be repeated many times during the user's application. In current MPI code, an application wishing to start this process would first start the first communication sequence and then begin computations. In the first example in Fig. 3 , the user's application completes the first computation sequence just before the first communication sequence finishes. When the user tests to see if the communication sequence has completed, they see that it has not and proceed to start another computation sequence. After completing those computations, the user application tests again, finds that the communication sequence has finished, and starts the next round of communica- tion. Unfortunately for the user, the communication sequences continue to run long, and the application achieves the worst case scenario of communication and computation overlap.
The second example in the figure represents the opposite scenario; now the user application has achieved good overlap between communication and computation as a result of communication times being quicker. Here, every time the user is ready to test for completion of a communication sequence, they find that it has completed and can immediately progress communication to the next sequence. Additionally the user is also able to finish all necessary communications after its third computation sequence, and thus does not have to spend any extra time by testing and launching more communications later on (at least in the context of this portion of the code). This example shows how achieving good communication and computation overlap can help the program achieve a shorter time to completion. However, we can do even better with userlevel scheduled requests.
Consider the third example in the diagram. Here the user application is using an MPI implementation that supports userlevel schedules. In this code, the user absorbs the one-time cost spent on creating the persistent communication sequences (building the schedule, time T0 to Tn) but, does not have to spend any time subsequently testing for communication completion. Once created, the user must also offload this communication sequence to the progress engine. Afterwards, the user is free to do all the computation sequences, and does not need to waste time progressing the communication sequences, as the progress engine uses the provided schedule to do so. When the application is ready to check on the progress, it can wait to see if the schedule is complete. Since the schedule is persistent, the user can use the schedule right away on subsequent uses; there is no cost to restart the schedule, only the initialization and building cost on the first use.
The above examples assume that the computation takes longer than the communication. Next, we illustrate that even with longer communication time than computation time, better overlap is still achieved by using the schedule alongside a strong progress engine. Fig. 4 depicts this scenario. In this situation, both scenarios end up completing all possible computation they can, and then must wait on the communication sequences to complete. However, when the application is directly managing all the constituent communication operations, it must spend time manually progressing multiple requests (through repeated calls into MPI completing procedures, like MPI TEST). For the program using a schedule, the progress engine takes care of moving all the constituent communication sequences along.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we first describe the underlying MPI implementation, ExaMPI. We focus on its key features, as well as its strong progress engine and support for schedules. With that understanding, we then discuss the implementation of schedules in ExaMPI.
A. ExaMPI
ExaMPI [1] is a C++17-based library designed for modularity, extensibility, and understandability. ExaMPI's high-level structure is depicted in Fig. 5 . The design ensures internal interfaces through C++ classes, which allows replacement of behavior with ease. The code base supports both native C++ threading with thread-safe data structures and a modular progress engine. In addition, the transport abstraction implements UDP, TCP, OFED verbs, and LibFabrics for highperformance networks.
The progress engine interface shown in Fig. 5 specifies a minimal set of functions required. Through this interface, all modes of progress and completion are supported as depicted in Fig. 6 . The strong progress engine present in ExaMPI allows a variable number of progress threads and supports more modularity internally to support different matching algorithms and decision functions about operation algorithm usage. The overall design allows for offloading of any operations or even the entire progress engine onto hardware. Despite being an immature implementation that is not perfectly tuned yet, we still chose to implement user-level schedules in ExaMPI due its support for a strong progress engine. Without a strong progress engine, we cannot experiment with the offloading potential of the schedules and achieve the benefits outlined in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
B. Building New Operations
As previously discussed, a schedule consists of several rounds, each containing at least one operation. A round contains one or more sub-requests that can be launched concurrently and completed in any order. Sequencing operations requires multiple rounds. Within ExaMPI, these sub-requests are represented by specialized internal requests that enable them to have a reference back to their round, as well as give them their own set of methods that allow them to behave appropriately. The rounds themselves have no reference for where they reside in the schedule; they only know if they have a next round to launch when their time comes. If the round does not have a subsequent round to launch, the progress engine assumes that it is the last round, and marks the schedule request as complete. This assumption comes from the basis that it is not possible to build a schedule with multiple final rounds. As per the flow diagram in Fig. 1 , in order to make a new round, the rounds must be first linked. Only the last round is allowed to not have a link to another round. The design (and user-level API) forbids a round from having multiple next rounds, which in turn prevents multiple final rounds.Ideally, the user-built schedule would behave logically as if the user called the normal MPI functions in the same order as defined in the schedule.
C. Progressing Operations
Internally, the sub-requests added to the rounds are a special type of request that behave differently when the progress engine finishes with them. To the engine itself, it is not aware that there is such a distinction. To make the sub-requests unique, they override the function that is called when the progress engine wants to release a request it has finished. Instead of only marking itself as complete and notifying anyone waiting on this request, these special requests also interact with their respective round. When a sub-request is completed, it tells its round that it is done, which increments a completion counter inside the round. To avoid a race condition from a multi-threaded progress engine, only one sub-request may access the round's counter at a time. After successfully incrementing the counter, the sub-request checks with the round to see if it is the last one to arrive. If it was, the subrequest then tells the round to progress to the next round. The current round will then take care of launching the next round, which means launching its batch of sub-requests 5 . But, if the round does not have a next round, it assumes that it is the final round (as mentioned above) and that it is the round responsible to marking the original schedule request as completed. Fig. 9 shows the aforementioned flow from the progress engine's side.
VI. RESULTS
We have evaluated our implementation using ExaMPI [1] . We first measured the overhead of schedule creation and our measurements indicate that the schedule creation overhead is low (less than 1 ms, on average). Fig. 7 shows time required to complete the standard blocking broadcast compared to our broadcast with schedule. We ran multiple tests with varying number of broadcast (10, 50, 100, 1000) to understand the benefits of using a schedule multiple times and with a varying number of processes (2, 4, 8, 16, 32) to gain some insight into scalability. In this figure, a bar of 150% means that using a scheduled broadcast in this scenario, on average, was 50% slower than a regular MPI broadcast; a bar of 50% means that using a scheduled broadcast is 50% faster than a regular MPI broadcast.
From the figure, we see that these early results indicate that as one uses the schedule more often, there is an insignificant 5 While operations in a round should not have a specific ordering, the launching of a round will likely result in a first-in, first-out style of starting for the sub-requests. Additionally, the completion order will be purely up to how to the progress engine progresses the requests. increase in delay, which means that the user is not increasing time to completion when using a schedule. While increasing the number of processes does appear to increase the time of executing a scheduled broadcast, this slight extra time is likely the result of the small overheads of the schedule itself.
With ExaMPI's strong progress engine, we were successfully able to offload the schedule to the progress engine and achieve a 98%+ gap to do computations, as shown in Fig. 8 This is important because it means that as we starting scaling schedules to even more processes, we have that much more time to overlap computation with the communications done in the schedule. Having that free time means that users can achieve increased overlap of communication and computation with schedules.
Interestingly, it appears that in the case of two processes (where a broadcast is only one send and one receive), the scheduled broadcast was faster, perhaps indicating an extra overhead in ExaMPI; we will revisit that performance differential by further study of ExaMPI.
VII. EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
MPI supports no asynchronous notification methodology, such as the event-driven model shown in PERUSE [13] and MPI/RT (a priority, event model) [14] efficiently. While PERUSE was designed for event-driven notification of MPI implementation information and worked successfully with certain MPIs such as MPI/Pro [15] and Open MPI, it was never adopted by the Forum. Instead, the Forum has encouraged polling-base notification of events for MPI-4 tools [16] , [17] (slides [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . MPI could well be elaborated to support eventdriven programming, using the thread-levels described in the MPI-4 tools proposal for callbacks (with extensions to allow hardware offload through downcalls vs. upcalls). Such callbacks would allow events generated by MPI applications to be local, groupwise, or external in origin. For instance, this model allows layering on top of MPI of certain operations, such as MPIX COMM REVOKE 6 in ULFM [18] , to be implemented as a groupwise event that calls the error handler on a communicator across a group, rather than as a monolithic new API to be standardized. Another example is the MPIX PREADY API proposed with partitioned communication [3] , [17] (slides 38-45); it constitutes an event being raised by an MPI application to tell MPI that a message partition is complete and available to MPI for transmission.
The concepts presented here can be extended, with care, to MPI one-sided communication schedules as well, but require non-blocking constructors and destructors for windows and persistent versions of operations such as MPI WIN FENCE. Some of us and others are studying such extensions to MPI.
A further opportunity for schedules defined using this API is the potential for offloading them completely to FPGAs. Since schedules are persistent, their MPIX SCHEDULE COMMIT operation could include programmatic transfer to an FPGA, with the potential for either using a state machine on this device (or potentially compiling and loading new FPGA logic through partial reprogramming for such as schedule).
Finally, there is a desire to eventually make user-level schedules Turing complete. While the authors acknowledge that the design presented in this paper represent a DAG more than a Turing complete implementation, the user-level schedules are only a few steps from Turing complete. In the future, we hope to implement the ability to repeat operations in a schedule for a user-specified number of times and provide conditionals to decide whether a certain operation will be performed or not.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The introduction of persistent collective communication and forthcoming partitioned point-to-point communication (which provides real channels for MPI) has opened the opportunity to introduce another important extension to MPI; namely, user-level scheduled communication. Generalized requests, introduced in MPI-2, do not meet the needs for effective generalized communication extensions. This paper introduces user-level scheduled communication, an extensible interface motivated in part by internal concurrent 6 Despite its mention here, this paper does not endorse MPIX COMM REVOKE as a good approach to error propagation in a fault-tolerant MPI. schedule interfaces in certain MPI libraries. Background, motivation, design, implementation and qualitative performance modeling were described. Implementation with the ExaMPI research MPI implementation is highlighted. The value of strong progress in supporting these operations is mentioned.
The schedules described here provide DAG-type operations including the ability to do multiple rounds of communication, and to include, hierarchically, both point-to-point and collective operations inside schedules. This differs from and extends the schedules implemented in libraries such as Open MPI, which are point-to-point based, and not part of the user API. Benefits of this extension to MPI include the ability for highperformance collective operations to be added without working within an MPI library itself, as well as introducing new communication patterns at high performance. These operations would also be cross-MPI portable if these extensions become standardized in future.
Early performance results indicate that schedule formation is not overly expensive, considering that schedules will normally be used many times once created. Also, performance indications show that schedules work well with ExaMPI's strong progress engine, providing the potential for overlap of communication and computation during the time schedules are active.
While this paper confines itself to persistent message passing, concepts described here generalize to support schedules of non-persistent MPI operations, as well as one-sided communication operation. One-sided operations can be scheduled provided certain additional operations are added to the standard (e.g., fully non-blocking window creation). Further, if combined with event-based extensions to MPI (asynchronous notification), these operations provide a basis for full taskbased parallel programming with message passing and will help enhance scheduling and triggering of MPI+X operation sequences (e.g., MPI+CUDA).
